
We began with the intent to find a better way – a better material for piping. 

That vision has expanded. Our focus is to contribute to a sustainable way of life that includes 
places, processes, and the lives of people. As members of the worldwide construction 
community, we believe it is our responsibility.

Embracing Green Building
Aquatherm has commissioned a third-party 
organization to conduct an environmental product 
declaration (EPD) and life cycle assessment 
(LCA) to assess the cradle-to-gate impact of its 
polypropylene piping systems. EPDs and LCAs are 
used across multiple industries by manufacturers 
to provide transparent environmental data to 
engineers, architects and building owners. 

Aquatherm’s polypropylene piping systems 
qualify for product-specific rating 
All of Aquatherm’s piping product lines offered in 
North America have attained Type III status through 
independent verification by NSF International. They 
can now be utilized as part of the 20 permanent 
products engineers must have throughout their 
LEED-certified building. 

These piping systems also carry double the weight 
of a generic industry EPD in terms of LEED value 
and four times the weight of a self-certified 
declaration by a manufacturer.

Aquatherm Sustainability Impact

Learn more at www.aquatherm.com/learnmore

Download the product EPDs
www.aquatherm.com/sustainability



You can find case studies about our sustainable solutions by visiting aquatherm.com/casestudies

Managing our processes
From production to installation to recycling, our 
systems are designed to have as little impact on 
the environment as possible.

Aquatherm adheres to the strictest 
production standards for sustainability, uses 
environmentally friendly manufacturing 
processes, and is constantly working on 
further improvements. Even the production of 
polypropylene is clean, as it is a by-product of 
crude oil processing. 3% of crude oil is used for 
plastic production, which has a much smaller 
impact than the mining and smelting used to 
produce metals.

People who care about people
Today, aquatherm and its global network employ 600+ worldwide. 
We are invested in the big picture.

It is the culture of our company to celebrate the talent and intent of 
our people. We encourage balance and growth for all who are part 
of Aquatherm. We recognize the contributions our team members 
make not only on the job but also in their homes and communities. 
We are continually working towards minimizing our long-term 
environmental, social, and governance risks and making a better 
contribution to the lives of our world community.
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CO² emission (tons)* for PP and Steel pipes based on the chilled water 
installation for a hotel with appx. 200 rooms  
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